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The web depends on online advertising 



But “bad” ads make using the web worse
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“Bad” ads…

…commonly use
● Clickbait headlines 
● Shocking images
● Deceptive formatting
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FTC: consumers scammed 
out of $96 million via online 
ads and popups in 2021

…and can harm users
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We don’t know much about bad ads
● Lack of transparency
● Other ads research focuses on privacy

This talk: systematically describing bad ads, 
from a qualitative and quantitative perspective
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What makes 
a “bad” ad?

[CHI 2021]

How 
prevalent are 
“bad” ads?

[ConPro 2020]

What 
enables bad 
ads?

Outline

What can we 
do about 
them?
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Acceptable Ads The gray area

Acceptable Prohibited
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Defining “bad" ads

Illegal Content
● False advertising
● Discriminatory 

employment ads

Violates Content Policy
● Hateful content
● Explicit images

What’s in the gray area? 
What do people dislike about these ads?

[CHI ‘21]



Research 
questions

1. What reasons do people 
have for disliking ads?

2. What is the content of the 
ads that people dislike?

3. How does attitude towards 
ads affect web usage?

9[CHI ‘21]



Dataset
30 ads
(curated mix of good/bad 
ads from top sites)

Survey Methodology
Survey 1: Why do people dislike ads?

Survey 2: What kinds of ad content do people dislike (and why?)

Qualitative Survey
What do you like/dislike 
about these ads? 
(n=60)

Result
Taxonomy of reasons 
people like/dislike ads

Dataset
500 ads
(scraped from top sites)

Crowd Labeling Survey
Why do you like/dislike 
this ad? (using taxonomy)
(n=1000)

Result
Labeled dataset of user 
ratings of ads

Use taxonomy as labels
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Reasons people disliked ads

● Boring, Irrelevant
● Unclear

● Clickbait
● Deceptive, untrustworthy
● Pushy, manipulative

● Ugly, poorly designed
● Don’t like the product
● Politicized
● Offensive, uncomfortable, distasteful
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“it seems like a 
scam and does not 
seem like it is from a 
reputable source.”

“the words are ok 
but the image is 
gross”

“Small type, too 
much information, 
no clear message. 
I have no idea 
what it is about.”

[CHI ‘21]



Ads perceived as untrustworthy
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Dietary Supplements Software Downloads Investment Advice

[CHI ‘21]



Ads perceived as distasteful
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Content Farms Suggestive/Explicit 
Images

Health-related Ads with 
Gross Images

[CHI ‘21]



Ads that people liked

14[CHI ‘21]

● Simple and clean design
● Products that people liked
● From trustworthy brands 

that people are familiar 
with



How do perceptions of ads relate to ad blocker 
usage?

● People who dislike ads 
generally are more likely to 
use ad blockers

● Implication: higher 
prevalence of bad ads 
may increase ad blocker 
usage

15[CHI ‘21]
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Case Study: News Websites
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[ConPro ‘20]



● What categories of bad ads are 
most common?

● Do bad ads appear more on 
mainstream news websites or 
fake news websites?

● Which ad networks serve more 
bad ads?

18
[ConPro ‘20]

Research 
questions



Measurement Study Methodology

Generated lists of 
mainstream and fake 

news websites
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Scraped the ads from 
each site using a web 

crawler

Qualitatively coded the 
content of 2419 ads 

from the top 100 sites

Images: Freepik via flaticon.com

Ad

[ConPro ‘20]
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What types of “bad” ads are most common on 
news websites?
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Content Farms

Supplements Sponsored Search

[ConPro ‘20]



How prevalent are “bad” ads on mainstream versus 
fake news websites?

Over 50% of ads shown 
on articles on both sites 
were categorized as 
problematic
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[ConPro ‘20]
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Which ad networks serve more bad ads?
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[ConPro ‘20]

Display Ad Native Ad



Which ad networks serve more bad ads?

Native ad networks
serve more bad ads 
than display ad 
networks

● Taboola
● Outbrain
● RevContent
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What 
enables bad 
ads?
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[CHI 2021] [ConPro 2020]

Outline
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How 
prevalent are 
“bad” ads?

[ConPro 2020]

What can we 
do about 
them?



Ads are served through a distributed ecosystem
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Web 
Page

Advertiser 1

Advertiser 3

Advertiser 4

Advertiser 2Ad Exchange
Ad 
SlotAd

SSP

DSP 1

DSP 2

DSP 3

Website publishers work 
with one or more 
supply-side platforms to 
get ads on their page

Advertisers use 
demand-side platforms 
to place their ads

The ad that runs is 
determined by an 
ad auction, at an 
ad exchange



Websites can run ads from many 
different SSPs or ad networks
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Advertisers can buy ads through 
many different DSPs

Each can have its own standards and 
content policies

Ads are served through a distributed ecosystem



Structure of ad ecosystem distributes responsibility 
for content moderation
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Some ad platforms have less stringent 
standards than others

Some websites are willing to accept low 
quality ads that pay well

Creates spaces for bad ads to exist

(e.g. native ad networks like Taboola, 
RevContent, Outbrain)

(e.g. news websites and content farms)



Summary

● There exists a gray area of “bad” ads that don’t violate laws or policies, 
but people dislike

● Bad ads are prevalent on the web, e.g. even on reputable news websites

● Decentralized nature of advertising ecosystem and economic factors 
create a space for bad ads and ad networks

● Bad ads harm trust in the web, driving people to use ad blockers or to 
other platforms - threatening the web platform

28
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Build user trust in the web
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Ad tech industry
● Adopt more user-centric content policies
● Standardize content policies across ad networks
● Provide transparency on advertisers, targeting, and tracking

Browsers
● Enforce standards for ad quality in the browser

- e.g. an “Acceptable Ads” standard for content, not just web performance

Regulators
● Strengthen enforcement against deceptive techniques in online advertising



Address the structural factors

● Create alternative revenue models for the web
● Reduce incentives for sites to run bad ads and compromise user privacy
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Future directions for research

Are bad ads being used in sensitive contexts? Are vulnerable populations targeted?
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Previously: misleading political ads 
targeted at partisan websites during 
the 2020 US Elections [IMC ‘21]

Ongoing: are health-related ads 
targeted at people with health 
conditions?



Thanks for listening!
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